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EVERTON FC HONOURS
Division 1 Champions
1890-91, 1914-15, 1927-28, 1931-32, 193839, 1962-63, 1969-70, 1984-85, 1986-87.
First Division Runners-Up
1889/90, 1894/95, 1901/02, 1904/05, 1908/09,
1911/12, 1985/86
FA Cup Winners
1906, 1933, 1966, 1984, 1995.
FA Cup Runners-Up
1893, 1897, 1907, 1968, 1985, 1986, 1989, 2009
League Cup Runners-Up
1976/77, 1983/84
Second Division Runners-Up
1953/54
FA Charity Shield
1928, 1932, 1963, 1970, 1984, 1985, 1986
(shared), 1987, 1995
FA Youth Cup
1964/65, 1983/84, 1997/98
FA Youth Cup Runners-Up
1960/61, 1976/77, 1982/83, 2001/02
FA Womens' Premier League
National Division
1997/98
FA Womens' Cup
2009/10
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Craig

Welcome Don Carlo
”CARLO FANTASTICO, CARLO MAGNIFICO”
Welcome to the third edition of "On the Road" 2019/2020 season.
This season seems to almost define life as an Evertonian. Start with promise,
stumble, lack of direction, fire the manager, back to basics, passion, find identity,
recruit one of the best managers in the world, perform well, momentum building SEASON POSTPONED.
It is a very weird and eerie situation we find ourselves in at this time, a time that
will never be forgotten but at the same time one I hope we never find ourselves in
again. Our thoughts are with the families of all the loved ones that have cruelly
been taken by Coronavirus.
When football does come back, and it will, I have to say I am very excited at what
Carlo can bring to our beautiful club.
Nil Satis Nisi Optimum, our famous motto - we have the very best at the helm, so
lets get behind Don Carlo and push the school of science into the next generation!
Along with our regular sections, if you have any ideas you would like to see and any
story/photo submissions, please email me at craig.hunt1878@sky.com

FA Womens' Premier League Cup
2007/08
Central League
1913/14, 1937/38, 1953/54, 1967/68

Stay home, protect the NHS and save lives! See you soon everyone.

CraigHunt

COYB!

Lancashire Senior Cup
1894, 1897, 1910, 1935, 1940, 1964

Craig Hunt
Edit
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Liverpool Senior Cup
1884, 1886, 1887, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1894, 1895,
1896, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1904, 1906, 1908, 1910
(shared), 1911, 1912 (shared), 1914, 1919,
1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1926, 1928, 1934
(shared), 1936 (shared), 1938, 1940, 1945,
1953, 1954, 1956, 1957, 1958 (shared), 1959,
1960, 1961, 1982 (shared), 1983, 1996, 2003,
2005, 2007

"CHAIR

MAN RO
N"

CHAIRMAN'S WORDS

am writing this piece on Thursday 20th February, a couple of
days prior to EFC visit to The Emirates and Mikel Arteta's
Arsenal team.

I will start by reviewing EFC's season to date then consider
how WCB have been doing over the same period.

After 26 games it seems that we are only having an average
season, having won 10 games and losing 10 (with 6 draws) but
with results and performances improving quite considerably of
late under Carlo Ancelotti, ably supported by Duncan Ferguson.

In recent games, against Crystal Palace, we were treated to
superb Brazilian goals from both Bernard and Richarlison
following on from a late Walcott winner at Watford.

These were both a treat and eventual surprise.Additional
frequent goals from Dominic Calvin Lewin (11 league goals) and
the return to fitness of Andre' Gomes (our star midfielder)
gives us all great anticipation of wins still to come this season.

The Club yesterday announced the appointment of builders, Laing O'Rourke, to deliver the new Bramley Moor
Stadium, with work expected to begin later this year and envisaged to take three years to build and complete
"The People's Project". Just 20 years after the possible build at Kings Dock that we all hoped for / Real positive
news! I'm starting to believe that this might actually happen in my lifetime (you bet or if not, I'll haunt you all on
the bus) ha ha!

West Country Blues, I have to say as Chairman, are doing very well with recent bus loads of 48 ( Brighton
game) and 45 (Crystal Palace) with 65 planned for the Man td trip (Double Decker booked) and 42
(Liverpool game) show real good attendance.

The Derby game became cause for concern when it was deferred to Monday Night with all the hassle and
inconvenience that midweek games bring to us.

However the total 42 makes the entire trip feasible and worthwhile / more good news and real excellent WCB
support. One car parking concern for members embarking at Taunton arises with additional people parking in
our usual area on weekdays.

The nearby Holiday Inn allow us to utilise their carpark. Members need to book in their car at reception (give
car reg etc) for a fee if 5 and their vehicle will be safe until return. Please don't leave your car without going
through this process as they clamp offenders from their frequent checks.
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Enjoy reading this Newsletter and your comments about format and content will be welcome as usual at our
AGM which will be held on the final trip of the season on Sunday May 1 th (Bournemouth game) I trust that
you'll all contribute on the day.
CO B.

R Joyson
on oynson
Chairman

Hello All,
Tra

TICKET SECRETARY

REPORT

Please continue to monitor the bus list that I place on line to ensure I
have not missed you or included you when you actually have no
intention of travelling.
The onus is really on yourselves and not me to be asking if you are
coming.
DO SO ET ES A E E O S ON T SO THE ON S
S EA Y
TH YO TO CHEC !
We are still trying to find the best solution for the J1 pickup point due to the change of road layout.
Please bear with!
Can I please respectably ask when we stop at Keele and Frankley Services, and after the game at
Priory Road you just return to your seat and sit down so I can conduct the count.
It s a small niggle but when you are responsible for ensuring everybody is on the coach it s a major
issue!!!
atch Tick ts
In terms of Home tickets, we are getting match tickets as required, however when I do the order I
simply put a list of names in and the Ticket Office picks the seats often paying little attention to detail
or where seats are.
If you are happy to purchase your own seats do so B T tell me you are going to do so and I will
allocate you a seat on the coach as required.
If you wish me to use your ST because you cannot make it please let me know. I will deduct a 2
admin fee for doing so and put into the club account.
Away tickets are often hard to come by due to the requirement to meet criteria set by Everton.
However, I can normally get my hands on a few spares from contacts I know and I am actually slowly
beginning to build a credit history with assistance from the Ticket Office for some of you to allow me
to get more tickets for WCB officially.

E
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E ENTS

If you check your EFC accounts and see that you have credits for away games, but you have not
bought a ticket, or you get an email from EFC with an Away Guide to the away fixture ground please
do not be alarmed!
If you fancy an away trip just let me know and I will do my very best to get you tickets.We do not run
a coach to away games, you are required to make your own way to the game.
P EASE E E BE TO TE T E A
T A E AND T C ET
SO THAT HA E A H STO CA
ECO D.
COYB.
Mike William
Match day Travel Coordinator/Ticket Secretary
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GOT ANY PICS FROM THE MATCH?
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WEST COUNTRY

BLUES

Bill Kenwright CBE
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MEMBER

BY IAN DAVIES

SUBMISSIONS

The resounding thud that echoed throughout the house and the sight of the postman limping back up
the drive could mean only one thing, the Everton annual report and accounts had arrived.

The West Country Blues hold their AGM on the bus and Everton hold their AGM in the Philharmonic
Hall on Hope Street which is a bit of a contrast!

The Phil is somewhere I have fond memories of as my graduation ceremony from Liverpool niversity
was held there, having said that,I do not attend the AGM as it would involve taking time off work,
instead someone who sits by me in the Top Balcony attends as my proxy.

The accounts are not as dry as you might think and include statements/articles by the likes of Brands,
Kenwright, Moshiri and our CEO as well as a review of activities during the year of the various
elements of the club such as the All Together Campaign , EITC, SA Everton and the Ladies team and,
of course , the new ground.

However, the report is all about the numbers and they make pretty interesting reading.We moan
about games being constantly moved both in terms of days and kick off times but when you consider
that Everton earned 1 2. million pounds from broadcasting last year and that represents 0 of
our income we are just going to have to accept the fact that T rules, especially when gate receipts
total only 14.1m or just under 8 of the total income meaning that fans contribute very little in
terms of income.This is exacerbated by income from sponsorship, advertising and merchandising only
being a paltry 29m or just over 15 of income which is very little compared to the regular
champions league clubs...surely an area the club can do better in.

Operating expenses are quite frankly eye watering!! staff wages are 159.9m or 86 of our income
or,put another way,50 of expenditure.This is because Everton spent a whopping 14.9m last year
which is 168 of our income a situation which if allowed to continue would have us in breach of
financial fair play rules, although I believe this goes in a three year cycle so the bad years will soon not
be counted.Even so, the widely rumoured SM take over will be warmly welcome by our bank
manager!! we cannot keep losing 112m every year, although we do have 2 .4m in our piggy bank.
Incidently, our current bank is Metro, I say incidently because Everton change their bank every couple
of years.
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games if anyone would like to read

An interesting category is " trade debtors and trade creditors" in other words other football clubs.We
owe them payments this next financial year of
.5m whilst in the same period we only have 51.8m
coming in and in the next financial year i.e. 2021 we have another 4. m going out.This would not be
too bad if the players we are paying for were worth it!!

I will have the accounts with me for the Man td and Red S
them.
TFT/NSNO
an Da i s

MEMBER

KEVIN TURNER

SUBMISSIONS
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07471205347

CONTACT :

FOR ALL MERCHANDISE
ENQUIRIES

IAN DAVIES

MERCHANDISE

CORNER

2018/19 WCB Mugs on S u s o
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West Country Legend / Alan Bennet

Those of you who remember Alan Bennet will like to hear that this well liked and respected,
former member, enjoyed his 80th birthday with a visit to Goodison for last week's Manchester
nited visit. He was given this birthday present by his daughter Hannah and her husband and
two young children who accompanied him.

Several of us bumped into them prior to the game in Goodison Road much to our delight at
meeting such a long missed colleague. It was great to see him in good health and usual good
spirit, after so long.

I need to tell newer members of the club, why I refer to Alan as a WCB Legend and can best do
so by, illustrating this with a great memory and historic WCB moment, remembered by all who
were there at this occasion.

Alan was renowned as both contrary and colourful with a quite distinctive voice cry of "eh!"
used continuously as the introduction to all of his many utterances.This was a constant source
for members to refer to him as "eh! Alan"

At one AGM Meeting, we held an Alan Bennet "sound alike" contest (with Alan's blessing of
course) to see, who in the club could portray Alan's proverbial cry best.This contest was not to
be taken too seriously but was designed to be a simple humorous interlude to break up the
serious Meeting proceedings.Alan wanted a go too and insisted in coming out to the front to
demonstrate such, but sadly, only gained, fourth place of the seven contestants in the audience
vote for the most likely Alan Bennet sound-alike (ha! ha!) Such is the price of fame Al!!

Anyway, it was really good to meet Alan and his family after so long and he asked to be
remembered to all West Country Blues members and his friends.We'll always remember you
Alan with a warm heart and plenty of colourful memories.
Take care kiddeh!

A FEW WORD S
FROM THE
CHAIRMAN S SEAT
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MEMBER

SUBMISSIONS

Pre-season
1986

BIGHTON VS EVERTON

BY KIERON
GRAYSON
Written
By Andy May

MEMBER

ANDY MAY

SUBMISSIONS

uly 1986 and myself and others set off to the Netherlands and Germany for Everton s pre season
tour. It was the summer after the trophy empty Gary Lineker season and we had just sold him to
Barcelona, though we hadn't won anything Lineker had scored 40 goals and many Evertonians were
unhappy and worried where the goals would come from, the season to come would happily dispel all
those fears with another league title on the way, but that was in the future.

Rich, Carl, Brian and myself caught the train to London then another to Harwich in plenty of time for
the night ferry to the Hook of Holland.The crossing was a wet one, not because we were stuck on
deck but because we had a table within very easy reach of the bar! We arrived in Rotterdam early on
Thursday morning, and after a good breakfast we needed to find a campsite. Once we located a decent
campsite and battled through the embarrassment of 4 hungover Brits putting up a couple of tents we
were ready to explore.

The matches in The Netherlands were a mini tournament consisting of 4 teams, on the Friday 1st up
was Everton Werder Bremen which was immediately followed by Feyenoord Santos from Brasil,
the format was that after the Friday matches on Sunday the 2 loosing teams played each other
followed straight after by the 2 winners. It was great being back in the stadium where , only 14 months
earlier Everton had lifted the European cup winners cup, one of the greatest nights in our history.

This evening was not quite on a par with the famous final, for a start there were only around 00- 500
Everton fans that had made the trip, and because the home team, Feyenoord were on 2nd the locals
didn't show up until late in the 2nd half, not that they missed a lot, a very dull 0-0 draw was followed
by a penalty shoot out and yes, you guessed it we lost -6, I m not sure who, I think it was Langley
missed the deciding penalty by hitting the inside of both posts! see, we've always been unlucky.

At the match we met a local who told us that Everton were training in the Haig and asked us to meet
him on the Saturday morning and he would take us there.

After another heavy night after the match we some how made it from Rotterdam to the Haig and met
our new Dutch friend , and good to his word took us to a sports club, where after around a 20 minute
wait the mighty Blues emerged from a tiny changing room resplendent in the gear of the time which
included some of the tightest shorts any men have ever worn, Speedo Mick would have fitted in
perfectly!

The Everton team and staff were great, happy to talk to us and have photos. Special mention must go
to Colin Harvey who, Howard Kendall had to drag away from us.
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As the team trained we grabbed a spare ball and had a kick about ourselves, we had Everton shirts on
and after a bit a few young Dutch kids came over for our autographs, now if they thought we played
for the runners up in the English league a few young Dutch kids came over for our autographs, now if
they thought we played for the runners up in the English league , we either looked bloody great or
these kids really had a low opinion of English footy, still we signed the autographs and I like to think
that during the next season as we marched to the championship that there was a small group of
school kids in Holland who, every time Everton were shown the were looking for us 4 .

At this point may I say that I think I could get away with it due to my
striking similarity to a certain Alan Harper see photo .

So to the Sunday and because we lost we were 1st up again, this time
against Santos, a better game but the same outcome as we went
down 2-1, I can't remember who scored for us.

As the stadium filled up the evening took a bad twist. Dutch tv had
recently shown a show all about West Ham and the ICF hooligan
element and I think after this a lot of Feyenoord s hooligans thought
that every English footy fan wanted to have a brawl, as I said earlier
there were not a lot of Evertonians there and to put it bluntly we got
legged all round the place, split up and lost. We eventually all made it
back to the campsite all in one piece.

The next day it was off to West Germany and the Army town of
Bochum, the train journey was ok but when we arrived we found

MEMBER

ANDY MAY

SUBMISSIONS
a waiting room, un packed the sleeping bags
and got our heads down for the night , or so
we thought.
After about 2 hours I woke up to the sight of
an alsation dog lying across my legs, then an
avalanche of cigarettes raining down on my
head.
Three locals had raided the kiosk and before
we knew what was going on they had legged
it and the police wanted to nail it on us!
Thankfully it got sorted and the police
arrested the locals and we were free men
once again.
Brian and myself had nearly run out of money by now and so couldn t make the last game of the tour
back in The Netherlands so we headed back to the Hook of Holland.
We thought we would be on the night ferry again so we could get some sleep, but one last kick in the
balls, our return ticket did not let us on the night ferry, so another night by a train track, no money, no
food, no campsite, the joy of following Everton.
As I said earlier this squad was to go on and win us our 9th title, and as for the goals Trever Steven was
top scorer with 14!

ay

The trip was great even allowing for hooligans, German gangs robbing train stations and a lack of
accommodation that is what following Everton is, wether it s home or away it is always eventfull and an
adventure.
An y
Got a story like Andy’s you want to share? Send them to craig.hunt1878@sky.com
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REPORT

We are currently on track to achieve our aim to break even for the season providing there are no
major costs changes over the remaining games (if they go ahead).Thanks to everyone who has
travelled on our coaches to matches you have made a great contribution to us being able to be in
this position.

Thank you also for your contributions to the matchday collection and the Win our Bus Fare Home
scratch cards as these make a small but crucial contribution to our finances.

A reminder that when paying for bus fares or membership it would be very helpful if you could pay by
bank transfer if you have the facility (again, all details on the WCB website) this will help to reduce the
amount of cash and cheques collected on match days.

Finally, a plug for Easyfundraising. Remember that every time you spend in over 000 online shops,
including Everton Direct, having visited them via the Easyfundraising portal will make us money.

Last season this contributed around 115 for our cause. Full details on how to use this very simple
process can be found on our website under the Easyfundraising tab.

Fingers crossed that we will be able to follow the Toffees again this season.

i iams

JWilliams
ohn

Treasurer
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Hayden so welcome before, during and after last

ARTICLE SUBMITTED FROM
KEVIN, AMALIE & HAYDEN LEAN

d just like to thank you all for making myself,Amalie
weekend s match.

The kids have been desperate to see Everton for a long while now and this will no doubt have been their most
memorable Christmas present.
I m very pleased that they ve decided to follow in my footsteps and to support Everton something which is the
opposite to myself and which I now feel bad about. I started supporting Everton in the late 19 0 s when my dad
said he really wanted Brian Clough and Nottingham Forrest to win the league and at that time Everton were the
only team that could beat them so I said I hoped they would win instead. Still living in Truro we now follow Truro
City being that they re on our doorstep and take in the occasional Plymouth Argyle game much as my dad used to
do so perhaps I shouldn t feel too bad.
Our trip was perfect from start to finish really.
We left home at pm on the Saturday afternoon and got to Taunton at 5pm as we were staying 2 nights at the
Travelodge.We decided to see if we could walk to the morning s meeting point and found we could do this with a
walk of about 8 minutes.This makes it ideal for anyone else wanting to do a similar thing. Being a 6.45am pick up
we d have had to leave home at around 4am in the morning to give time to get there comfortably.
The bus was really comfortable and I had good company both on the way up and way back which made the
journey go by much more quickly. I did have to ask whether the lakes we were passing were usually to be seen in
these parts, the view being much better on a double-decker than from a car, but I was informed that 99 of these
were usually fields. In Worcestershire particularly there were parts where it was just as if the motorway was just a
bridge across a stretch of water as there was water on both sides of the road.
We reached Liverpool by around 11. 0am giving us plenty of time to take a look around the shop and Goodison
Park, obviously ignoring some random building at the wrong end of Stanley Park. My previous visit to Goodison
was in 1999, at that time we were near the bottom of the league and indeed I seem to remember the 2-1 defeat
to Sheffield Wednesday that day put us into the relegation zone.This was on Easter Monday but Kevin Campbell
who returned from a spell in Turkey ended up scoring enough goals during the remainder of the season to keep
us up.
After that visit I d pretty much vowed never to go back as I found the whole experience quite uncomfortable,
when walking through Stanley Park and every building been burnt out, and having been the last car in the car park
we returned to find 2 boys no older than 10 having managed to get our car door open.
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A scouse friend (I say friend, perhaps more an acquaintance being a Liverpool supporter) said before we went up
that the last time he was there 2 kids had said to him, do you want us to look after your car mister , he replied
no thanks I ve got a Doberman in the back of the car , their response was can he put out fires mister , I think
he was joking but I wasn t to be sure.

I have to say I felt much more comfortable this time around and the walk through Stanley Park was indeed quite
pleasant. I mentioned this to others and they agreed that things have changed greatly during the past 20 years, so
it definitely won t be as long before we return again.

I was really impressed with the pictures on the outside of the stadium depicting significant happenings and periods
of the club s history, such as the record attendance of over 8,000, double the current capacity, where did they fit
them all.

The Dixie Dean statute and the Kendall, Ball Harvey
statutes and the Howard Kendall Gwladys Street End all
managed to make the hairs stand up on the back of my neck.

We were located in the Lower Bullens Road, the seats here
are really something. I don t suppose they actually date back
to 1892 but they certainly give you the impression that they
do.

They were certainly built in an era prior to McDonalds and
other fast food chains as people must have been much
narrower back then.

The game couldn t have started any better with Dominic Calvert-Lewin charging down David De Gea s clearance
kick and going straight into the net, I can t say I ve actually seen that happen before.

A chance a couple of minutes later could have put us 2-0 up and maybe that would have been enough to kill off
Man nited but bearing mind we were 2-0 up after 90 minutes against Newcastle and ended up drawing
perhaps it wouldn t have been a forgone conclusion.

We could ve had the perfect ending had it not been for AR, I m still undecided on whether that was right or
wrong. It was certainly great to see Andre Gomes playing his first full game after such a serious injury, with a
recovery in double quick time, his impact since coming back has been enormous and could have a significant
effect on the end of our season.

DCL and Mason Holgate appear to be 2 outstanding young players both who have signed new 5 year deals this
week so that bodes well for the future and with such a decorated manager now at the helm the future is bright
and hopefully upwards towards that much missing and needed silverware.

The trip home was very tiring, everyone seemed to
be the same, I don t know why that is when all we
have to do is sit on the bus, is it the emotions of the
match, the fact we are able to take it easy I don t
know. I do know that I m glad that I wasn t driving a
further 2 hours home from Taunton.

The children missed Monday morning at school but
their weekend s experiences I m sure would have
been far more beneficial to them in many ways.

Hay

n

an

Once again thank you all for your hospitality, we
look forward to joining up with you all again soon.

in Ama i

ant to share your take on uture games? Send
your matchday re ort to craig.hunt1878@sky.com.
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SUPPORTER’S CLUB EXCLUSIVE

Wallpapers
DOWNLOAD FROM WCB WEBSITE
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GOING TO THE GAME WITH
THE WE CO
R BL E ?
WE WANT HEAR ABOUT YOUR
WHOLE EXPERIENCE.
SHARE YOUR SELFIES, VIEW FROM
YOUR SEAT PICTURES AND
VIDEO CLIPS FROM YOUR DAY.
WE WILL SHARE A HIGHLIGHT
VIDEO FROM EVERY OME GAME
CREATED FROM YOUR CLIPS & PICS.

PRE MATCH PUB PHOTO

FANZONE

PHOTOS AT GOODISON

ATMOSPHERE SHOTS

LANDMARK SHOTS

VIEW FROM YOUR SEAT

SEND YOUR PICS AND
CLIPS TO OUR EDITOR
CRAIG.
18 8
.COM

